An algebraic variety of k dimensions in r-space has numerous characteristics besides its order n. The characteristics of algebraic curves and surfaces and the relations they satisfy are known. In this paper we consider a variety Vk of dimension k greater than 2. Assuming it to be the complete intersection of r -k hypersurfaces of orders rt\, n%, • • • , n r~k respectively in S r , we derive the formulas for a few of its characteristics in terms of the n's and incidentally obtain the relations connecting them. To avoid unnecessary length of discussion we consider somewhat in detail the Vz in S7 only and then give the results without demonstration for Vk in 5V.* The method here employed is the familiar one of complete degeneration which we have repeatedly made use of elsewhere in dealing with problems of similar nature, f
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Now for the purpose of enumerating the characteristics of Vk and obtaining their relations we may regard the variety as belonging to an KS^-H, for a Vk belonging to an S r where r>2k + l possesses no characteristics not possessed by a Vk of «S^/e+i* If we project Vk from a general S t~i of 5^+1 on to an S 2 k+i-t [O^t^k] of 6*2/0+1, we have for projection a V$ possessing a double (t-1)-dimensional variety V There are numerous other characteristics of the variety Vk such as the orders of its various manifolds of multplicities higher than 2 and the ranks of its different sections by subspaces of S2k+i-With these we are not at present concerned and we are here concerned only with the 6's and the ƒ s just enumerated. Now we take the case k = 3, that is, the Vz in S7.
By the method of complete degeneration we regard the four hypersurfaces of orders n\, n 2 , nz, n± in Si which intersect in the Vz we are studying as being composed entirely of hyperplanes:
This symbol for any set of particular values of the x's represents a particular S3 belonging to the decomposed F3. Thus, the set (1432) represents the S3 common to Ai, B 4 , C 3 , ^2. The totality of all the n -nin 2 nzn 4 sets (x\X 2 XzX±) for all the integral values of Xi from 1 to ni [i = 1, 2, 3, 4] will be taken to be the symbolic representation of Vs.
To deal with the different apparent double varieties of Vz is to deal with the different kinds of pairs of 5 3 's of the decomposed V3, that is, with the different kinds of pairs of sets of values (X1X2X3X4). There are in all n{n-\)/2 pairs and they fall under four types. Under type I we have all those pairs each of which is such that the elements or x's of one set are all different from the corresponding elements or x's of the other, as for example (1111) The remaining pairs of sets, that is, all those pairs each having three elements in one set and the three corresponding elements in the other alike, are said to belong to type IV. A pair of this type represents a pair of S%$ having a plane in common and belonging to the decomposed F3. Now from a given point in S-only one line can be drawn incident with two non-incident 6Ys. We say that these two SVs have a point of apparent intersection. The number of pairs of nonincident KSVS in the decomposed Vz is the number of apparent double points of Vz before decomposition. Being equal to the number of pairs of sets of values of the x's belonging to type I, it is given by -KX)(X> Projecting the decomposed F 3 on to an 5 5 , we find that all those pairs of S3 s both non-incident and incident in a point project into pairs of S 3 's each having an actual line of incidence. All the lines so obtained form the degenerate double curve in the projection of the decomposed Vs. Hence, the order of the double curve on the projection V3" of F 3 before degeneration is, from the results obtained for type I and type II,
'•-KX)(X) + **<X)(?>
A pinch point on F 3 " is given by a tangent plane of V3 passing through a given line / in 57. If V3 is completely degenerated, the given line / and the point of incidence of the two S3 1 s of a pair represented by a pair of sets of type II determine a plane which is to be regarded as two tangent planes of V3 passing through I. Therefore, we have
*-**.(X)(V)
for the number of pinch points on the projection Vz' in Sr 0 . Now a given plane of 5V and the line common to two S3 s of a pair whose representation belongs to type III determine co 1 3-spaces each of which is to be considered as two tangent 3-spaces of F 3 . If V3 is projected on to an S4, every such tangent 3-space meets S 4 in a pinch point of PY". The order of the locus of pinch points on TV" is twice the number of pairs of sets of the x y s belonging to type III and hence we have
*-"MX>
In the projection in SA of the decomposed V3 we find that the number of planes each of which is the projection of the plane of apparent intersection of the S3 s of a pair whose representation belongs to either type I or II or III is the order of the double surface on TV" and is given by 
